Dinner menu

100 € per person

ONE GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE
(or one soft drink)

***

One choice of starters

SOUP OF THE DAY

or

THAI STYLE CHICKEN SPRING ROLLS

***

One choice of main courses

CHICKEN BREAST, CURRY AND MANGO CHUTNEY

or

STEAMED ORGANIC SALMON

or

MUSHROOM RAVIOLI, TRUFFLE CREAM

***

One choice of desserts

MOLten Chocolate CAKE

or

DELICIOUS FRUITS SALAD

***

Two glasses of wine
(or two soft drinks)

White: Viognier Domaine Gayda

Red: Bordeaux de Maucailou

One hot drink

One half bottle of steal or sparkling water
Cocktail menu

45 € per person

---

ONE GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE
(or one soft drink)

***

SOUP OF THE DAY

TOAST OF FOIE GRAS

TOAST OF SMOKED SALMON

MINI CROQUE MONSIEUR

FRIED CHICKEN SPRING ROLL

CHEESE STRAW

***

6 cocktail pieces